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CHAPTERS

ARTHURIAN MY TH AND CINEMATIC
HORROR: M. NIGHT SHYAMALAN'S

THE SIXTH SENSE
Hans Jiirgen Scheuer

The Quest for the Sixth Sense
An eye-catching arrangement of numbers glowing red against a black
background dominates one of the promotional posters of M. Night
Shyamalan's The Sixth Sense (US: Hollywood Pictures, 1999).1 The num
bers enumerate the five senses: 1 sight-2 sound-3 smell-4 taste-5
touch. The unlabelled number six, alone, takes the forn 1 of a fiery wreath
enclosing a child's silhouette. A laconic subscriptio states: "Not Every Gift
is a Blessing." Although, strictly speaking, the .image is not part of the
movie itself, it nevertheless provides important paratextual information.
In emblematic form, the poster gestures toward some of the central ques
tions the film raises as its narrative unfolds: Which unearthly, burden
some, or cursed gift must remain unnamed? How will the sixth sense,
for which there is no other word, be displayed, and what can be per
ceived with it: both by the film's main protagonists Malcolm Crowe,
child psychologist, and Cole Sear, his patient, whose telling names point
to an obscure, dark form of (fore)sight? How do we, the viewers, perceive
(with) this sense? And how is the sixth sense related to the camera's eye,
and modes of cinematographic communication?
The film's sophisticated screenplay and the careful performance of its
most crucial moments immediately caught the attention of a wide variety
of critics; an interest that has been sustained to this day. Curiously, most
responses to the film barely touch upon the sixth sense as the, central
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aspect of the film. Usually, the sixth sense is merely considered in terms
of plot motivation, as an interface to the supernatural. In the few cases
where the sixth sense actually is credited with greater significance, it
tends to be treated as an aspect of cinematographic self-referentiality,
whereby the cinema is "the true sixth sense."2 Nobody ever mentions
the sixth sense's historical and artificial constructedness as an actual sense
that is, a human faculty of sense perception grounded in a long history of
imagination and perception. Even when inner vision is discussed, as, for
example, in Nils Westboer's study,3 the analysis of the cinematic images
and their relation to the history of perception tends to be replaced by a
discussion of cognitive theory (as pertaining to the physiological basis of
constructivism).
Much previous research has been directed toward an interest in the
film's precarious form of communication between the living and the dead,
a communication no longer represented in the modern world by means
of collective family memory or traditional spirituality. Theological read
ings, for instance, approach the film for the echoes and transformations
of religious concepts of transcendence in popular culture.4 Similarly, on
the basis of Freud's distinction between mourning and melancholia and
Lacan's notion of "belatedness," psychoanalytical (re-)readings exam
ine the film for representations of compromised sexuality. 5 Other psy
choanalytical discussions of the film address the Oedipal triangle and
the upheavals within middle-class nuclear families, stressing disruptions
through the loss of a father (in Cole's case), a childless marriage (in the
case of Malcolm and his wife Anna), or a murdering parent (in the case
of Kyra, a girl poisoned by her mother). All these instances show the con
cept of the family as severely threatened, or as having become entirely
obsolete.6
N arratological analyses of the film use varyingly elaborate conceptual
tools to rediscover the primary difference in epic form between fable and
sujer7 and focus on the narrative's duplication through an auto-revision of
the plot structure which, after the ending has been revealed, requires us
to completely rework our initial understanding of the plot. 8 Further nar
ratological studies take a more specific route examining the conditions of
the fantastic,9 following Todorov's notion of the "uncanny event"10-in
the case of The Sixth Sense the visual and auditory presence of the dead.
Critics especially concerned with movie aesthetics focus in particular
on the horror genre and its self-reflexive turn at the end of the twentieth
century.U And studies grounded in the history of philosophy connect the
movie's horror to Aristotle's theory of catharsis,12 or regard the film as an
example of the Cartesian Cogito's skepticism toward the dream/daemon
controlled experience of the five senses and the soul.13
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It was, however, a medievalist who made a very simple, but hugely
significant observation outside the well-worn paths of psychoanalytical,
narratological, (post) structuralist and feminist criticism. Kevin]. Harty
noticed that Shyamalan's narrative possesses a clear subtext making his
film a "true cinematic translation of the Arthurian myth."14 Strangely
enough, Harty's fascinating contribution has made no discernible impact
on the film's critical discussion.
I wish to read Harty's observation-that The Sixth Sense constitutes a
fully valid film adaptation of the Arthurian legend-in conjunction with
medieval discourses on the nature of the sixth sense, discourses that previ
ous commentators of the movie neglected entirely. Exposing the film's
underlying Arthurian narrative structures will show that Shyamalan's con
cept of the sixth sense is also a full-fledged adaptation of a premodern
notion of image perception underpinning the imagination of Arthurian
romance. Located in the interstice of adaptation studies and medieval film
studies, my reading is interested in the ways in which the filmmakers'
affinities with medieval concepts of otherworldliness drives The Sixth Sense
not only on the plot level, but also aesthetically in its tre�ltment of horror, a
treatment relying on fundamentally premodern concepts of perception.
As will become apparent, Shyamalan's use of Arthurian allusions dem
onstrates that Arthurian romance does not primarily promote a model
of individual psychological development, as Harty see' it. Rather, it dis
plays a concern with the contact between the living and the dead in the
medium of a narrated and imagined "common sense,'' albeit seen from
the perspective of a modern director and screenwriter-a contact that
Shyamalan attempts to simulate or perhaps even to bring to life through
the genre of horror.

Communicating with the Dead
This is how the first encounter between Dr. Crowe, child psychologist,
and Cole Sear, his patient, is introduced: Waiting on a bench from where
he can observe Cole's house, Malcolm is studying his notes. A close-up
of his anamnesis record highlights four observations: "parental status
divorced," "acute anxiety," "socially isolated," "poss"ible mood disorder."
We are shown this document twice and may note that the same words
are used for the separate cases of Vincent Grey, aged 10 (dated January 19,
1989) and Cole Sear, aged 9 (dated September 1998).
Vincent's name is all too familiar from the film's beginning. In a con
frontation taking place roughly a year before the scene outside Cole's
house, former patient Vincent, now an adult, lurks inside Malcom's house
to take revenge because the therapist failed to treat him. Vincent shoots
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Malcolm in the stomach, commits suicide, and leaves the doctor fight
ing for his life. After one last view of the wounded man, who, lying on
his back appears almost unharmed, there is a cut to black, lasting several
seconds, before the film's main part begins. We see a street, and a subtitle
("The next Fall-South Philadelphia") draws our attention away from
the shock of the attempted murder.
Crowe's waiting would seem to be a continuation of his publicly
admired but nevertheless troubled working life. His reading the notes of
an old case that ended in violent aggression suggests that a traumatized
psychologist awaits his opportunity to redeem himself: Malcolm Crowe
is confronting his earlier failure by treating another child with Vincent's
symptoms.
At first, he misses the right moment to initiate contact with the boy
and follows him into a church. Cole hides in a pew with his toy figures,
most of them cowboys as well as toy soldiers of the American Civil War.
Re-enacting scenes of suffering and death, the nine-year-old lets one of
the figures speak in Latin-transposing a psalm verse from the perfect
to the present tense: "De profundis clamo ad te Domine"15 [Out of the
depths I cry unto thee, 0 LORD]. This is the one toy figure that does
not belong to US-American history: a knight complete with shield, great
helm, silver hauberk, and flail (figure 8.1). Cole positions him on one
of the pew's arm rests, thereby making the knight look down as from a
stage. Malcolm's first conversation with Cole takes place in these strange
circumstances. During this first talk, Malcolm already explicitly refers to

Figure 8.1

Sense.

Cole Sear introducing the knight motif in Shyamalan's The Sixth
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distant Medieval Europe and its concept of sanctuarium for the persecuted
and oppressed.
.
This brief sketch shows how the film's first scenes already mtroduce
the plot's most crucial elements. As will become clear over tiU:e, the
symptoms Vincent and Cole share are caused not by a mental Illness,
but are the result of a special gift: Both boys are capable of seemg the
dead. But this fact is only revealed toward the middle of the film when
the boy finally shares his secret with the therapist and says: "I see dead
people." Thus, the sixth sense is initially characterized as an organ�n of
participation in the supernatural, as a form of percept1on that establishes
an unearthly connection with the dark side of existence and turns 1ts pos
sessors into social outcasts.
Malcolm Crowe's medical report on his earlier patient, Vincent Grey,
contains both a misleading psychopathological analysis of the phenom
enon as well as a correct observation, the significance of which the doctor
has yet to fully understand:
Vincent seemed totally distracted by his surroundings-a !most as if people
were lurking in the corners asking him questions at the same time as I
was-like he was looking for something in my office.

During his second attempt at grasping the condition afTiicting both boys,
Malcolm is just as ignorant of his own actual situation. He has no ms1ght
into what will turn out to be the film's unforgettable moment of revela
tion. This revelation has an overpowering effect on the viewer because it
suddenly inverts what appeared to be a clear and unquestioned d� stinction
between madness and reality, with Cole supposedly representmg mad
ness and Malcolm firmly fixed in the real world.
Eventually we understand that Malcolm's visible existence is facili
tated entirely by his patient's sixth sense. The therapist did not surv1ve
Vincent's attack and is communicating with Cole as a dead person in a
parallel world, which is open only to those endowed with a special super
natural gift. Otherwise, this parallel world remains complete!� closed off
to the other five senses. Under "normal" circumstances, the mteractwn
between the two worlds is at best instantaneous and abrupt, as in the
scene where Malcolm throws a stone through his wife's shop window,
thereby interrupting the ostensible approaches of a potcn�ial new partner.
Ordinary human beings are either incapable of percnvmg th1s kmd of
interaction at all or do not perceive it as disrupting the scope of the "real"
within the world of the living.
Further, we learn from Cole that the dead are not aware of their condi
tion. They move among the living as though they were alive themselves
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and see only what they want to see. Hence they prove incapable of
explaining irritating perceptions, such as their persistent failure to com
municate even with their loved ones. Since they have no notion of their
own state of being dead, the dead fail to understand the basic distinction
between life and death. Their ignorance of their own death, as well as of
the "co-existing" realities of the living and the dead, creates the familiar
symptoms on both sides: anxiety, isolation, and a troubled frame of mind.
Among the living this situation is expressed as the suppression of unre
solved mourning and unatoned guilt; among the dead, in extreme cases
it appears as "madness"-as a raw fury at an environment that will not
acknowledge their presence, no matter how much they have to say and
how hard they are trying to say it.
In such circumstances this fury is capable of leaving physical traces
on other people's bodies: On the skin of those who pos�ess the sixth
sense, supposed "psychos" like Vincent and Cole, it leaves traces of direct
physical aggression; on the skin of the less perceptive "normal" people,
it is still noticeable in the form of sudden chills, spine-tingling and hair
raising. These are the vegetative impulses of horror, the manner in which
visceral feelings respond to the unseen supernatural.
The narrative twist at the film's close dissolves this division of the two
spheres by employing an exemplary, artificially expanded model of com
munication. On the one hand, Malcolm is transformed from an excluded
dead person into a helpful ghost, who is thus enabled to depart from his
mortal life without anger. On Cole's advice, he finds a way of giving his
wife a last sign of his love while she is sleeping; something which, due to
his disproportionate professional dedication and ambition, he failed to do
while still alive.
On the other hand, the audience, who had previously uncritically
shared Malcolm's purely medical perspective on the boy, now witnesses
how Cole's social isolation is transmuted into a particular form of inclu
sion made possible by the sixth sense. Once the narrative has exchanged
its "problem case," the apparent "freak," for the traumatized psycholo
gist, the audience is permitted to share in a sensus communis with the
protagonists. Viewers are confronted with urgent questions regarding the
community of the living and the dead; they are forced to acknowledge
the dialectic character of the film images, the apparent clarity and coher
ence of which is suddenly disrupted, and which are now revealed to be
riddled with previously unnoticed contradictions.
In the light of Shyamalan's film's fantastic success, one could perhaps
say that the sixth sense, at least for as long as we reflect on the film,
becomes something akin to the fictive "common sense" of a global recep
tion community. Created by the medium of film, the sixth sense becomes
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a sense of the second order, shared by the movie's main characters and
its audience via a modern form of the premodern koine a{sthesis. It is the
sixth sense's two fundamental characteristics, its pathologically exclusive
aspect and its socially and aesthetically inclusive aspect, that explain the
two protagonists' relationship on a basis of reciprocity. Malcolm's gift
of the healer makes it possible for him to help Cole, while Cole's super
natural gift facilitates Malcolm's redemption. This reciprocity does not,
however, explain the appearances of knights throughout the plot and
the curious layer of meaning they add to the film. It is here that Harty's
attempt at an interpretation starts.
Harty points out the enormous significance of the school play in which
Cole Sear plays the role of a young King Arthur after having overcome
his fear of the dead:
Unexpectedly, the Arthurian myth is . . . central to the plot of M. Night
Shyamalan's The Sixth Sense, the much-acclaimed sleeper of 1999 . . . Having
confronted his fear, Cole seems changed and finds himself cast in the cen
tral role of a school play. Actually, this play is the second staged in the film.
The first stars a pompous and over-acting classmate, Tom my Tammisimo,
as a Doctor Doolittle-like character who talks to animals. Cole has only a
bit part in this first play. The second play is, however, the story of the sword
in the stone, and here Cole is cast in the central role, whik, in a nice touch,
Tommy plays the village idiot. As a narrator solemnly intones, "only the
pure of heart can take the sword from the stone," Cole as the boy Arthur
easily pulls Excalibur free. Cole is cheered by his classmaks who carry him
on their shoulders in triumph. Malcolm and the other members of the audi
16
ence join in the acclamation for what is clearly now a reborn Cole.

The theatre scene Harty describes is actually the fifth of a series of six (!)
steps which build up a momentum whereby Cole becomes increasingly
associated with an imaginary chivalric world.
(1) The leitmotif of chivalry is already introduced when Cole is playing
with his toy figures in the church (figure 8.1).
(2) It features again in Cole's next meeting with Malcolm when the
psychiatrist visits the boy at home. In this scene, from a hiding
place behind the living room sofa, the boy answers a series of
questions about his family situation. Eventually Cole emerges and
expresses his desire to be healed, wearing a balaclava helmet that
resembles the great helm of the toy knight in the church.
(3) At the same time that this scene is taking place, we see Cole's
mother upstairs in her son's bedroom where she discovers his notes,
which she regards as an expression of worrying fantasies, but which
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are really an account of the furious outbursts of the dead visiting
him. The child's bedroom reveals much about Shyamalan's atten
tion to visual detail. Cole lives in a run-down house in a room
with anaglyphic wallpaper conjuring up images of old European
chivalric nobility. It features a fleur-de-lis relief, an echo of the
heraldic lily once part of the French kings' coat-of-arms from the
end of the twelfth century onwards and which is now associated
with the cult of devotion to the Virgin Mary.
(4) There is another toy knight on the dresser wearing a helmet with
a red plume.
(5) The Arthurian play, on which Harty's interpretation focuses,
sees its conclusion in a triumphant gesture of self-empowerment.
Dr�wing Excalibur from the stone, Cole as Young Arthur sym
bolically celebrates his victory over his fear of the dead as well as
his integration into the community of the living.
(6) Finally, after the performance, Malcolm and Cole meet one last
time in front of one of the school's medieval-style stained glass
windows. While the boy swings a cardboard sword with youth
ful exuberance, he sets the stage for the movie's final narrative
twist by telling his therapist how he can break the silence between
himself and his wife Anna. Following Cole's advice and speaking
to her while she is asleep, Malcolm will come to realize that her
silence is not the result of a marital crisis and that it is actually his
death which precludes communication with Anna.
According to Harty, the Arthurian allusions emphasize the success of
a double healing process. The Arthurian theme introduces a significant
element of medieval myth into the interaction between Cole Sear and
Malcolm Crowe, interweaving the healing powers of Arthur with his
tutor Merlin's famous gift of sight.
The Sixth Sense, a film that on its surface seems far removed from the
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Significant as Harty's focus on the Arthurian subtext of Shyamalan's The
Sixth Sense is, in my opinion his emphasis on developmental psychology
in the form of the "drama of the individual gifted child" means that
his analysis focuses too much on the therapeutical side of the story, and
neglects the mythical thinking that provides Arthurian narrative's basic
structures since the concept of Arthur's return is based not only on his
role as a healer and savior, but also on the perambula tory Round Table
community's ambiguous role itself.
If we see them in mythical terms, King Arthur, Queen Guinevere,
and their knights hold court on both sides of the divide between the
living and the dead-as if there were no rigid topographical separation
between them. They switch between belonging to one group and the
other, with the effect that individual heroes or mediators can also switch
and thus establish instances of communication between this world and
the other at special (holy) times and in distant (magical) places.18
The place to which Arthur originally or essentially belongs can never
clearly be fixed: Should he be regarded as a sovereign over his territory
(within the circle of his paladins) or as a prince of the underworld (with a
fairy queen or other Persephone-like beauty at his side)? Do the repeated
attempts to kidnap Guinevere or other members of the court lead them
into the "waste land" of death, or do they result in the court's being
shocked out of some death-like rigor? Is Arthur's unquenchable desire
for stories due to his ostentatious joie de vivre or to his vampiresque and
morbid preoccupations?
Hanmann von Aue's prologue to his Iwein leave;, the reader in no
doubt that Arthur is indeed a great and worthy name, but that it belongs
to a dead man, who is only called to life as an imaginary construct-in
stories and in the imagination. It is only through such artistic devices that
"his countrymen are right when they say that he lives today."19 This same
logic, which the medieval storyteller had already discovered, applies also
to Shyamalan's The Sixth Sense which, in the name of Arthur, engenders
the encounter between the living and the dead.

world of Camelot, nonetheless marks an Arthurian return. The boy Arthur
returns, here as Cole Sear ...to heal himself ...and, most importantly, to
heal Malcolm Crowe, a man who thinks it is his responsibility to heal Cole.
As a "see-r", Cole finds himself cast both in the role of Merlin and in that of
the boy Arthur, though at first he seems much less than he turns out to be a

d

trope readily found in any number of earlier versions of Arthur's childhoo .
He also has a connection to the once and future since Cole helps the dead,
haunted by their past, and he uses his ability to communicate with the past
to lay out the future for himself ...and even for Malcolm, who initially also
serves as a kind of Merlin figure, a supernatural guide, it turns out, who
helps Cole to understand the unique role he is called upon to playY
,

Arthurian Otherworlds in The Sixth Sense
It is remarkable to what extent Arthurian otherworldliness can be traced
throughout The Sixth Sense even in the smallest of details. Drawing on
several narrative configurations significant to Arthuri,m romance, I will
show how the medieval adaptations of the matiere de Brctagne underpin the
film's concepts of otherworldliness and the mythical mmner in which the
film's communicative levels involve the sixth sense. I choose my examples
from the Middle High German reworkings of the Arthurian material, but
-
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I take them to be represent
ative of the structures of
European Arthurian
fiction in general.
Medieval Arthurian rom
ance tells of encounters
and exchanges
between Arthur's court
and the fantastic world
of adventure associated
with it, constantly posing
new challenges both to
the royal couple and
to the Round Table. If the
se challenges were not me
t, the court would
collapse under the strain
of its many contradictions
that are, ultimately,
never resolved. The inevita
ble self-destruction of the
Round Table at the
end of Arthur's reign rem
ains a lurking threat, cas
ting its shadow over
each new attempt at tell
ing of adventures. In thi
s regard, the tasks to be
faced, and to be told in the
King's presence, help pos
tponing the unavoid
able catastrophe. Every vic
tory the Knights of the Ro
und Table achieve
is accomplished against
the backdrop of the ubi
quity of death and the
certainty of ultimate fail
ure.
Up until the beginnings
of the final disaster, simple
but strictly upheld
values both tie the court
together and keep it on edg
e.
Th
is fragile stability
is reflected by the royal cou
ple itself-Arthur and Gu
ine
ver
e. The funda
mental conflicts of the cou
rt can be found between
be
[ho
nor
] and minne
[love] as well as between
the genders: While the kni
ght
doe
s
everything
in order to defend and
enhance his honor by rem
ain
ing
eve
r
generous
and keeping his word, the
lady gains unjustified not
ori
ety
as
an
unfaith
ful woman due to her exc
eptional power to arouse
minne. Repeatedly, she
becomes involved in situ
ations whereby she falls
into the hands of a third
party, in most cases one of
her partner's arch rivals,
who clearly has sexual
intentions. In some cases
this state of affairs is cau
sed by Arthur's own
obsession with honor, wh
ich leads him to make a pro
mise to a mysterious
guest, a promise only to
be redeemed by placing
the
que
en in peril.
The constant conflict bet
ween ere and minne can also
be
said to charac
terize the relationship bet
ween Malcolm and Anna.
On
the
eve�ing when
Vincent Grey (the "bogey
man" and otherworldly env
oy)
atta
cks Malcolm
and abruptly interrupts
his relationship with his
wif
e,
Ma
lco
lm has just
been honored by the mayor
of his home town and is
enj
oyi
ng
the
pinnacle
of his public recognition
as a child psychologist and
"son of Philadelphia."
As in the Arthurian leg
end, the perfect marriage
of king and beautiful
queen remains childless.
Malcolm's vocational am
biti
on to heal the sick
sons of Philadelphia's dam
aged families seems to be
mo
re important to
him than the love of his
wife and having a family
of
his
ow
n.
Anna, too, seems to be
risking her marriage. Aft
er
the
attack on her
husband, she welcomes
the advances of a colleague
,
wh
ich
must appear
to Malcolm as proof of
her infidelity. We can see
the
par
alle
ls between
Guinevere and Lancelotor whatever the constantly
changing kidnappers/
rescuers of the queen ma
y be called.
··
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The impaired balance between the two parties forces Malcolm to con. ht .tctmg
. .
.
. .
front the cnsiS-JUSt
as Arthur, or any other kmg
as the king's
.
representative,
would have done to redress the court's shame. At the end
of this process, Malcolm respects Anna's need for love, accepts his own
death as well �s t e act hat
the realm of the dead.
o
,
rian epic tradition, especially as
This then, IS t e , nuc eus f
.
. stud'Ies of 't
. a "dual course" situation in which
seen m
I s German verswns.
.
the hero (as representative f a cornmunit in crisis) is obliged to con
. whi e attemp ting t restore the balance between
front his own mortality
courtly 1ove and honor as part of a task that can only be accomplished at
. a
the second attempt · This dual course mode1 has its structural roots m
.
yth
h
through
the
'"" " 'the Otherworld,
'''""

� ; � �� ��� ��:�:
�

:

�'"' t �o;; �"0��0;:�:��":;�;,,
' '"'"
*
Z
P ,�
th:��gh�:�h c�ming from both directions: from that of the dead as we

as from that of th� livi �g.
The my thological , dua1 course , of the Arthurian tradition involves
,
.
scenes that share with Shyama1an� flm
I
the concept of an mterna
1 rup.
.
ture. In the so-ea lled Count of Onngles-episo de m H artmann von Aue's
"
. horse "half-dead"2t as a result
Erec, for examp1e, the kmg
· ht falls from hIS
.
.
of wounds that re en ain and again. Erec's lady, Enite, immediately
,
embarks on a en�
1 ment in which she implores God to speed
her own deat WIt u
e m nce that her cries are heard by the Count
of Oringles. Oringles appears both as a rescuer, si·n e lie saves Emte from
suicide, and as t he swi·ft executor of her death wi.s since he takes both
'
. to hi·s castle which
her ancl her seemmg
· 1y dead compamon
bears the tell.
ing name of "L'Imo s"· literally
"the death · , Here Oringles attempts to
. h'IS WI e� displayi�g clear parallels to' Pluto's abduction of
make Emte
. e persistently rejects his advances. When she
Persephone. However, Emt
.
. h h'Im, he strikes her in her face
Ignores repeated commands to eat Wit
.
.
. Erec.
twice, whereupon her er y of pam awakens the li.fce th 'tt remains m
,
.
.
.
This remammg 111e
· c: denves
·
from Emte s own heart which in exchange
'
.
.
for his heart, had previously migrate
E rec's body and stayed alive
d mto
when he died:

?
� :� :�: :

� � :f
.

�

;

.
When she then called out hts name, Erec recognized her at once and could
.
readily tell that she was m some manner of dtstress, though he knew not
.
how or where. No 1onger dtd he l1e there, but once he recognized her
.
.
vmce, h.e JUmpe
d up m fury and stormed fiercely into the hall where they
were all gathered A great many . swords were hanging nearby on a wa11.
.
Erec setzed one 0f them. Anger m amp1e measure welkd up inside him.
·

With the very first lunge he slew the host along with two others, who
.
.
were sitting on either SI·de of him. The rest then took to fl'ght
No one
1
.
present heeded the dictates of goo d breedmg, for not a one of them there
·

·
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could be seen stepping aside and saying: "After you, my lord." For who
ever found the way out took to flight (such were their likes!), the laymen
pushing ahead of the priests. Despite all claims to high standing in the
Church, none was accorded special treatment, be he abbot or bishop. All
the court was fleeing this hall . . . They began beating a retreat and run
ning about in mad confusion. Many a fine warrior cowered underneath
the benches, contrary to all the knightly code. There is one thing which
is quite common, and which I fail to find at all surprising: that any man
fearing for his life often-times £lees from great turmoil to ensure his safety,
retreating from the valley for the security of the fortress. These men, how
ever, were fleeingfrom the castle and were slipping off into holes like mice.
The wide castle gates were for them too small and narrow, both inside and
outside the portals, so that they dropped over the wall in a throng thick as
hail, for they were driven on by frantic fear. Limors was left abandoned by
all the people . . . No one amongst them, save for Lady Enite, dared to wait
about for Erec, Enite was most delighted to see the dead man. 22

This is not a legal court scene anticipating the terrors of Judgment Day.
Instead, what is presented is an inverse world where usual hierarchies no
longer apply, since the boundaries between life and death are lifted for a
carnivalesque moment: Once Erec has subdued his fierce opponent, the
inhabitants of the realm of the dead, Limors, flee and the couple can escape.
In taking the passage through death the couple has resolved its conflict:
"[A]ll her grief melted into happiness and her joy was multiplied."23
The extent to which Erec's "resurrection" at the end of the "dual
course" is anchored in mythical thinking can be seen in another
Otherworld motif used by Shyamalan. Enite's consistent refusal to par
take of the food of Limors suggests that she has learned the lesson of the
Persephone/Proserpina myth. Whoever consumes but the merest morsel
in the realm of the dead, even the pip of a pomegranate, will remain there
forever. Committing this error Persephone became a bride of Hades. She
is unique among the population of the underworld as Dis/Pluto offers
her the privilege of leading a double existence. She is allowed to spend
half her time among the living and another half among the shadows in a
rhythm bound to the seasons of the year, a rhythm which keeps the two
spheres rigidly separate.24 In ancient myth, it is absolutely forbidden that
the living and the dead convene at the same table.
Another instance of the same set of mythical notions is Arthur's cus
tom of leaving the splendors of the royal banquet untouched and closed
to the court until a new tale is served. This leaves him and his dependents
at risk of starving to death. However, what he seeks to achieve through
this peculiar custom is nothing less than to use the tales brought by the
outsiders for the purpose of creating a community encompassing both the
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living and the dead. For the adventures always take place on the thresh
old of otherworldliness and attract representatives from the worlds of the
living and the dead alike. What might appear to be no more than a royal
whim actually constitutes Arthur's creation of a space where the dead
are permitted to express themselves-and this is precisely what the dead
want. It is only on condition that their stories are dealr with satisfactorily
that the court can finally meet undisturbed to enjoy the feast.
In Shyamalan's film, too, the dead become peaceful and are capable of
resigning themselves to their fate as soon as they get the opportunity to
tell their stories. As long as they remain unheard and ignored they are a
burden and a danger to the living.
Disturbing banquets do not feature in Shyamalan's film. The film's
famous restaurant scene does, however, illustrate that there can be no
exceptions to the rule that the living and the dead may never share a
meal together. Commemorating their wedding anniversary alone, Anna
is joined by Malcolm who believes himself to be late-though not as
late as he actually is. Entertaining the movie's audien ce with a lesson in
failures of perception and insurmountable communication breakdowns,
Malcolm's ap�logetic monologue demonstrates that his thoughts are
exclusively with his patient and not on his wife, let alone their celebra
tory dinner.
In the context of my argument, another narrativ� configuration of
the Arthurian tradition is pertinent: The enfances, childhood memories,
stories in which Arthur himself or a knight of the Round Table are pre
sented in their youth. As this type of narrative, too, derives from an
otherworldly concept, it typically creates, as Nicola Kaminski puts it, a
"narrative of the unfathomable."25
Heinrich von dem Tiirlin's encyclopaedic Gawain-novel Diu Cr8ne
( The Crown), depicts the young hero as very inexperienced. One of his
first expeditions leads him to Amurfina, the personification of courtly
love, where he is handed a love potion which deletes "his entire, as yet
incompletely formed, identity . . . suddenly and without trace"26:
Gawein and Amurfina drank all of the mighty potion, which quickly so
bewildered his senses that he didn't know who he was and fancied he had
always been the lord and master of the land; he accepted this idea at. once.
The knight completely forgot his past, knew neither his name nor his posi
tion, and thought that the lady had been his wife for over thirty years. His
heart, which had been as firm as a diamond and had n�ver turned away
from a brave act, was now brittle and weak and did nor recognize itself.
Knighthood would have to regret deeply this change, bLit Lady Love and
Amurfina, with whom he was now united and whose spirits now governed
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him, were pleased. His choice had brought him both gain and loss: he had
won her love and lost his reason. Yet I would think the man more simple
than a child with whom the two were separated. (V. 8660-94)27

Under the influence of the love potion Gawain begins to act as though
he were a second Arthur (V. 8741), with Amurfina as his Guinevere.
By shifting his self-image from that of an adolescent to that of a ruler
married for 30 years, he allows a logic of cracks and leaps in time to
take effect which trigger strange inversions of perception. On an artfully
decorated golden bowl, which Amurfina presents to him while he is
seated for a feast, he recognizes scenes from adventures that the engrav
ings tell him are from the life of Gawain. The pictures recall events that
cannot belong to Gawain's memories at this time and which are already
part of legend, as if Gawain (alias Arthur II) had already been dead for
some time. The deeply confused hero, who lacks a stable identity, can
only escape from this confusion by snatching "one of the knives on the
dish before him," then driving it "through his hand to the table below."
Stabbing his own hand, he can rip through the veil ofthis otherworldly
perception. Leaping up from the table he ends the feast, to return to the
world of the living and his former life.
The situation becomes even more bizarre when Gawain is overtaken
by the logic of the moving images on the stage where his living body is
performing. There he encounters the "other Gawain" (V. 16523), a like
ness of himsel£ This likeness is called Aamanz and is beheaded by the evil
knights Zedoech and Gygamet, but not without Gawain's assistance. The
presentation of the battered head before Arthur and Guinevere shocks
the Round Table into a state of paralysis. The sight of the head liter
ally "mortifies" the court. Several thousand verses later, the returning
Gawain recalls the horrific spectacle thus: "[W]hile I was away looking
for adventure, I was brought back here to the court dead."28
Given the highly complex histoire of Gawain, which is persistently dis
rupted by examples of such entrelacements, it is possible, with some effort,
to understand this sentence as a paradox; against the backdrop of the
adventure-seeking knight's otherworldliness the paradox becomes imme
diately evident: Both the dead and the living, the aged and the youthful
Gawain can be presented to the audience in the same image, his contra
dictory and separately active imagines ultimately belong to the same body.
Shyamalan visualizes this mythical simultaneity of the incommensu
rable (the living dead) by making every dead person in the film perform
a characteristic turn of the body, the significance of which the viewers
realize, but not the dead themselves: The woman in the kitchen, whom
the audience and Cole first believe to be the boy's mother, displays her
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slashed veins as she turns around; the young boy who tells Cole to follow
him when he appears in the latter's bedroom, lacks part of the back of
his head due to a bullet wound; this, too, is revealed only when he turns
around. When Kyra lifts her head in her first encounter with Cole, the
suddenly emerging flow of vomit reflects her struggle against poisoning;
the friendly lady, who can be seen in half-profile in Cole's dressing room
before the theatrical performance, later turns her hL�ad and the burns
reveal her to be a victim of the fire that took place in his school many
years before. Finally, the fatally injured cyclist appears with her fresh
wounds next to the car in which Cole and his mother are waiting in the
traffic jam caused by that very woman's accident.
Much like the images of martyrs in Catholic churches, the dead in
Shyamalan's film also bear the stigmata of their violent deaths. Through
strategic turns, they present these scars to those who possess the sixth
sense: first to Cole and to the audience, before eventuJlly, in the surpris
ing final "twist" of the plot, they also become visible to Malcolm as he
instinctively looks behind himself and notices the blood on the back of
his shirt oozing from his bullet wound.
The Sixth Sense makes only one exception to the rule of depicting
the dead as the living dead: This is when Cole is confronted face-on
with the three hanged corpses in the staircase of his school building: a
father, a mother, and a child. However, this group belongs to a differ
ent theme of the film-that of the "happily reunited," but utterly failed
nuclear family. Such "happy" families are only depicted twice, each time
with Shyamalan's Hitchcock-like sarcasm: in the advertisement for cough
medicine, which is recommended for illness in the family, and on the
gallows, where the nuclear family's "small happiness'' is presented as a
completely dead, classical horror scenario.

Horror and the "Sense of Sensing"
But how does Shyamalan's concept of horror differ from the mere pre
sentation of fear-inducing corpses?29 This question can best be answered
by drawing attention to yet another characteristic of the sixth sense. In
addition to its spiritual, social and aesthetic dimensions, the sixth sense
also has a physiological one, which is rooted in premodern conceptions
of the very depths of the soul and is therefore inaccessible to modern
notions of psychological causality. Moreover, this idea of the �ixth sense is
closely linked to the premodern concept of the origin and effects of inner
images, considered as pneumatic phantasmata and imagines agentes.
Drawing on classical medical teachings as well as classical theories of
the soul, Giorgio Agamben has reconstructed the theoretical grounds for
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a "pneumophantasmology," which also forms part of the mythical basis
of the Arthurian epic traditions of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.30
Daniel Heller-Roazen has since expanded Agamben's project to a veritable
archaeology of the sixth sense.31 His focus is particularly on a forgotten,
but nevertheless significant tradition in the development of aesthetics,
which, in the sphere of cognitive perception, refers to an older, alterna
tive model than to the psychology of the conscious.
According � o Heller-Roazen, classical authors of ancient philosophy
. not conceive of self-awarene
did
ss as a form of cognition. For them
· :awareness a�d self-awareness tended to employ a set of expression�
lmked semantically and etymologically to the name of a capacity that, in
distinction to reason, has often been viewed as one of the lower faculties
of the soul and that, more often than not, has been considered a charac
t� ristic as much of animal as of human nature. For they spoke of percep
tion and, more simply still, of what they called sensation."32
Heller-Roazen explains33 that in De anima Aristotle distinguishes
between the five senses, ranking them in order-from sight down to
touch/feeling. However, by doing so, he creates a problem for himself:
On the one hand, tactility is unique as a sense (with a special sensory
organ-the flesh-and a specific, if invisible medium of contact). On
the other hand, unlike the organs required for the other senses (eyes,
ears, nose, and tongue), this organ required for feeling seems to exist
as one with the medium that makes the sensation of touch possible.
Furthermore, touch seems to exist only as an inner capacity. At the same
time, t� e "inner touch" constitutes the founding principle for all sensory
perceptwn. After all, sight, hearing, smell, and taste all come about as
the result of encounters between a stimulus and the specific organ of
perception via a medium. Touch/feeling thus becomes the fundamental
sense or even the "alpha sense" without which none of the other senses
were capable of operating. Thus factus becomes bearer of an indispensable
sensory function; a function that nevertheless is difficult to explain since
it presents itself as a "'total sense' [aisthetikon panton], which perceives,
combining and comparing, everything that is apprehended by the five
sens�s."34 It is the "inner touch" that facilitates complex perceptory pro
cesses and thereby forms its koine a{sthesis -the sixth sense as a "sense of
sensing":

Under the terms of pneuma theory, the Aristotelian solution to the prob
lem of complex perception seems irrefutable: Pneuma is a ubiquitous
transmitter that has a sophisticated material structure. It is here that the
soul and the environs can make contact via inner im,tges of that which
is perceived as well as of the emotions, feelings, and £1ntasies attached to
the perceptions. These ideas remained influential all through the early
modern period and are still evident in enlightenment thinking .
As a product of a culture of the external, cinematically recorded, and
projected image, Shyamalan's film is capable merely of reminding us of
the pneumatic-phantasmatic nature of the inner image. Shyamalan nev
ertheless manages to evoke the sixth sense as understood within classical
perceptual physiology with all the means available to him as a filmmaker.
The most striking instance of this is a melancholy gesture of loss.
A keen observer will note that, after his death, Malcolm does not touch
a single person throughout the film-not even Cole when he accompa
nies him and speaks to him at close range. This dramaturgical necessity
of avoiding any physical contact beautifully demonstrates that there is
simply no way in which cinematic technology can represent images of
the inner touch. Hence, the film painstakingly preserves two boundaries
as absolutely impassable: that between life and death just as much as that
between film image and phantasm.
The only way to visualize the latter is through ghosts. which Shyamalan
conjures by establishing an implicit genealogy of the (six!) most impor
tant technical media of representation, just as if he were searching for
material echoes of the lost sixth sense. In this way hi> cinematographic
narrative makes use of various forms of technology or media, all of which
hark back to the world of the dead: writing, in the torm of Malcolm's
medical notes; photography, with the distant light reflections of the dis
embodied, yet present, dead; audio cassette recordings, which Malcolm
constantly rewinds until he actually hears one of the voices of the dead
who drove Vincent Grey to madness (which confirm that Cole's secret
is true); video recordings, as messages from the dead; puppet theater,
behind which Kyra's death from poisoning can be seen as a "play within
a play"; and finally television, whose shallow advertising images form a
negative counterpart to the sixth sense. As they are ultimately meaning
less, it suffices for Cole to throw a shoe at the television in order to silence
these-literally "sense"less-images.
These ghostly recordings are merely the traces of phmtasms, which the
technical machinery involved has captured by chance, but they are not
the actual imagines agentes, which in premodern theories of sense percep
tion were imagined as belonging both to the individual organs of sense
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Complex sensation and the sense of sensing, too, are now said to number
among the capacities of a single common dimension of sensation. Together,
they form the functions of a "dominant sense organ" (kyrion aistheterion),

which . .."remains for the most part simultaneous with touch."35
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perception and the overarching sixth sense and which like the living dead,
out of necessity, coexist with the outside world.
Shyamalan's engagement with the ghostly phantasms begins right at the
start of the film with an allegory of the filmed image itself, as cinema's
affinity with phantasms is simulated and deconstructed in the first two
shots. First we see the filament of an electric light bulb glowing red in a
completely darkened room. This is the same cellar room in which the dead
Malcolm later uncovers the phenomenon of the "dead people," their trou
bles and their need to communicate. After the first cut, Anna enters the
cellar to fetch a bottle of wine to celebrate Malcolm's award. Once she has
taken the bottle from the rack, she notices the extraordinary chill. She rubs
the bare skin on her arms and her breath becomes ragged from her shiver
ing. Something strange seems to be present in the room, though it does not
make itself known; not even when Vincent Grey confronts Malcolm and
Anna upstairs, threatening his former therapist with a gun. Even in this
scene, which concludes with Malcolm being shot and Vincent Grey's sub
sequent suicide, apart from the audiovisual shock effect, the actual horror is
indicated only by the scars and scratches on the intruder's skin.36
The entire exposition can be interpreted as a critical experiment on the
capacity of the medium of film to represent the sixth sense. Its compre
hensive sensory faculty remains bound to the factus, the feeling of the skin,
at all times. To meet these prerequisites cinematographically, Shyamalan
primarily uses the aesthetic means of cinematic horror. Triggering bodily
effects (such as shuddering, causing the hairs on the neck to stand on end,
goose-bumps, and stomach-lurches), horror in The Sixth Sense is nothing
other than an art form that seeks to simulate and externally reactivate
the submerged inner "sense of sensing" in the aesthetic conditions cir
cumscribed by the projected image. Shyamalan's motion picture does not
allow us to fully share the sixth sense as such; it does, however, permit
us-not least through its re-enactment of Arthurian otherworldliness
to witness the undead existence of phantasms.
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